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Hu	  &	  White	  (2004)	  
Ø  The	  CMB	  is	  a	  homogeneous	  and	  isotropic	  
radia;on	  that	  ﬁlls	  the	  universe	  
Ø  This	  radia;on	  is	  a	  relic	  of	  the	  hot,	  dense,	  
early	  phase	  of	  the	  Universe	  (the	  hot	  Big	  
Bang)	  
Ø  It	  has	  travelled	  to	  us	  from	  a	  surface	  of	  last	  
scaUering	  when	  the	  Universe	  was	  380,000	  
years	  old	  
Ø  The	  CMB	  has	  a	  blackbody	  spectrum	  with	  
T0=2.725K	  
	  
The	  Cosmic	  Microwave	  Background	  (CMB)	  
Ø  However,	   the	   CMB	   presents	   small	  
anisotropies	   at	   the	   level	   of	   ~10-­‐5	   ,	  
wh i c h	   e n c ode	   a	   wea l t h	   o f	  
informa;on	   about	   the	   content	   and	  
evolu;on	  of	  the	  universe	  	  
Ø  Primary	   anisotropies:	   generated	   up	  
to	  the	  last	  scaUering	  surface	  
Ø  Secondary	  anisotropies:	  generated	  in	  
the	   path	   of	   the	   photons	   from	   last	  
scaUering	  un;l	  today	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Ø  The	  CMB	  ﬂuctua;ons	  are	  described	  as	  a	  random	  ﬁeld	  on	  the	  
sphere.	  It	  is	  usually	  wriUen	  as	  a	  expansion	  on	  spherical	  
harmonics	  
	  
Ø  The	  aℓm	  are	  complex	  random	  variables	  of	  zero	  mean	  that,	  
assuming	  isotropy	  of	  the	  ﬂuctua;ons,	  sa;sfy	  
Ø  The	  Cℓs	  cons;tue	  the	  power	  spectrum,	  which	  is	  determined	  by	  
the	  cosmological	  parameters	  
Descrip;on	  of	  the	  anisotropies	  
ΔT
T0
!n( ) = T −T0T0






∑ "n( )  ,      ℓ ~ 1800 /θ
!n  is a unit vector on the sphere
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CMB	  temperature	  anisotropies	  
ΔT
T0







CMB	  temperature	  power	  spectrum	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[Figure	  from	  Wayne	  Hu]	  
•  Acous;c	  oscilla;ons	  of	  the	  baryon-­‐photon	  ﬂuid	  when	  the	  ﬂuctua;ons	  enter	  
the	  horizon	  produce	  the	  characteris;cs	  CMB	  peaks	  
•  The	  ﬁrst	  acous;c	  peak	  corresponds	  to	  a	  scale	  that	  has	  just	  started	  to	  
oscillate	  before	  recombina;on,	  corresponding	  approximately	  to	  the	  the	  




CMB	  power	  spectrum:	  acous;c	  oscilla;ons	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LSS	  
CMB	  power	  spectrum:	  dependence	  on	  geometry	  of	  the	  Universe	  
The	  same	  physical	  scale	  in	  the	  Last	  ScaUering	  Surface	  	  
corresponding	  to	  the	  ﬁrst	  acous;c	  peak	  will	  be	  
projected	  in	  a	  diﬀerent	  angular	  scale	  in	  the	  sky	  
depending	  on	  the	  geometry	  of	  the	  Universe.	  Therefore	  
the	  posi;on	  of	  the	  ﬁrst	  peak	  and	  the	  characteris;c	  size	  
of	  the	  CMB	  anisotropies	  will	  be	  diﬀerent	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Dependence	  of	  CMB	  power	  spectrum	  on	  cosmological	  
parameters	  
Ø  Diﬀerent	  cosmological	  parameters	  aﬀect	  in	  diﬀerent	  ways	  to	  the	  shape	  of	  
the	  CMB	  power	  spectrum	  	  
Ø  By	  ﬁgng	  the	  observed	  Cℓ´s	  to	  theore;cal	  predic;ons,	  the	  cosmological	  
parameters	  can	  be	  es;mated	  
Curvature	   Spectral	  index	   Reinoiza;on	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Ø  CMB	  par;ally	  polarised	  (polariza;on	  produced	  by	  Thomson	  
scaUering	  in	  the	  Last	  ScaUering	  Surface)	  
Ø  Measured	  through	  Stokes	  parameters:	  I,	  Q,	  U	  (V=0	  since	  
polariza;on	  is	  linear)	  
Ø  From	  Q	  and	  U,	  two	  quan;;es	  (invariant	  under	  rota;on)	  are	  
constructed:	  E	  and	  B	  
Ø  Scalar	  perturba;ons	  produce	  only	  E-­‐mode	  of	  polariza;on	  
Ø  Primordial	  gravita;onal	  waves	  (predicted	  by	  inﬂa;on)	  
produce	  both	  E	  and	  B-­‐mode	  polariza;on	  à	  if	  we	  detect	  
primordial	  B	  polariza;on,	  direct	  proof	  of	  GWB	  
Ø  Secondary	  anisotropies	  can	  also	  be	  imprinted	  in	  the	  CMB	  
polariza;on	  on	  its	  way	  to	  us	  (lensing,	  reioniza;on)	  
CMB	  polariza;on	  











CMB	  power	  spectra:	  TT,	  TE,	  EE,	  BB	  (TB=EB=0)	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Ø  CMB	  photons	  are	  deﬂected	  (typically	  2-­‐3	  arcminutes)	  on	  their	  way	  to	  us	  by	  the	  
poten;als	  of	  the	  large-­‐scale	  structure	  
Ø  It	  produces	  a	  smearing	  eﬀect	  of	  the	  acous;c	  peaks	  of	  the	  TT	  power	  spectrum	  
Ø  It	  transforms	  a	  frac;on	  of	  E-­‐mode	  polariza;on	  into	  B-­‐mode	  at	  small	  scales	  
Ø  It	  gives	  informa;on	  about	  the	  low	  z	  universe	  
§  Peak	  sensi;vity	  around	  z~2	  
Ø  It	  allows	  to	  break	  some	  degeneracies	  between	  cosmological	  parameters	  from	  
Planck	  data	  alone	  
Ø  Provides	  a	  consistency	  check	  between	  the	  model	  inferred	  at	  low	  and	  high	  
redshim	  
Secondary	  anisotropies:	  CMB	  lensing	  
Secondary	  anisotropies:	  CMB	  lensing	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Secondary	  anisotropies:	  CMB	  lensing	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Secondary	  anisotropies:	  ISW	  eﬀect	  
γ	  in	  
γ	  out	  
t’	   t’	  +	  Δt’	  
Ø  CMB	   photons	   are	   blue	   (red)	   shimed	   when	   fall	   into	  
(out	  of)	  gravita;onal	  poten;al	  wells	  
Ø  An	   evolu*on	   of	   the	   gravita*onal	   poten*al	   during	  
the	   photon	   crossing	   implies	   a	   net	   change	   in	   the	  
photon	  energy	  è	  secondary	  anisotropy	  of	  the	  CMB	  
anisotropies	  
Ø  Very	  weak	  signal	  à	   can	  be	  detected	  through	  cross-­‐
correla;on	  with	  Large	  Scale	  Structure	  Surveys	  
Ø  It	   provides	   an	   independent	   conﬁrma;on	   of	   Dark	  
Energy	  (the	  eﬀect	  is	  zero	  for	  a	  ﬂat	  Universe	  without	  
cosmological	  constant)	  
GraneU	  et	  al.	  
Ø  According	  to	  the	  cosmological	  principle,	  the	  CMB	  is	  
expected	  to	  be	  isotropic,	  i.e.,	  to	  have	  the	  same	  
proper;es	  in	  all	  direc;ons	  
Ø  CMB	  ﬂuctua;ons	  are	  predicted	  to	  be	  very	  close	  to	  
Gaussian	  in	  the	  simplest	  inﬂa;onary	  scenarios.	  Any	  
intrinsic	  devia;on	  from	  Gaussianity	  could	  be	  an	  
indica;on	  of	  new	  physics	  beyond	  the	  standard	  
cosmological	  model	  
Ø  Detec;ons	  of	  non-­‐Gaussianity	  can	  also	  point	  out	  to	  the	  
presence	  of	  secondary	  anisotropies,	  foreground	  
contamina;on	  or	  systema;cs	  
Isotropy	  and	  sta;s;cs	  of	  the	  CMB	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Ø  ESA	  	  satellite	  launched	  in	  May	  2009	  to	  measure	  the	  CMB	  
temperature	  and	  polariza;on	  over	  the	  full	  sky	  with	  high	  
sensi;vity	  at	  an	  angular	  resolu;on	  ~5	  arcminutes	  
Ø  	  Two	  instruments:	  
§  LFI	  :	  observing	  at	  30,	  44	  and	  70	  GHz	  (PI.	  N.	  Mandolesi)	  
§  HFI:	  observing	  	  at	  100,	  143,	  217,	  353,	  545	  and	  857	  GHz	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(PI.	  J.L.	  Puget)	  
Ø  Nominal	  Mission	  
§  2	  full	  sky	  surveys	  
Ø  Extended	  mission	  
§  5	  sky	  surveys	  with	  HFI	  	  
§  8	  sky	  surveys	  with	  LFI	  
Ø  End	  of	  opera;ons:	  October	  2013	  
The	  Planck	  Mission	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Planck:	  third	  genera;on	  space	  mission	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2010:	  Planck	  pre-­‐launch	  papers	  
2011:	  Planck	  Early	  papers	  
2012	  -­‐	  :	  Planck	  intermediate	  papers	  
2013	  :	  Planck	  2013	  results	  
2015	  (Feb.-­‐June):	  Planck	  2015	  results	  
Early	  2016:	  Planck	  2016	  results	  
13	  publica;ons	  describing	  the	  technical	  capabili;es	  of	  Planck’s	  
instruments	  
26+1	  publica;ons	  coming	  with	  the	  1st	  delivered	  product:	  The	  
Early	  Release	  Compact	  Source	  Catalogue	  	  
35	  publica;ons	  (and	  rising)	  on	  galac;c	  and	  extragalac;c	  
astrophysics	  
31	  publica;ons	  on	  cosmology	  science	  from	  CMB	  
temperature	  data	  (published	  on	  2014).	  Maps,	  Cl’s	  and	  
likelihoods	  delivered	  
28	  publica;ons	  mainly	  on	  cosmology	  science	  from	  
CMB	  temperature	  and	  polariza;on	  data	  (full	  
mission).	  Update	  of	  the	  delivered	  products,	  
including	  polariza;on.	  
Updated	  products	  and	  ﬁnal	  results	  
Planck	  publica;ons	  and	  products	  
Planck	  products	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  	  	  	  	  hUp://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/	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The	  sky	  as	  seen	  by	  Planck:	  intensity	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The	  sky	  as	  seen	  by	  Planck:	  polariza;on	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The	  sky	  as	  seen	  by	  Planck:	  polariza;on	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Ø  The	  observed	  microwave	  sky	  is	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  CMB	  plus	  
other	  astrophysical	  signals	  (contaminants)	  along	  the	  line	  
of	  sight	  
Ø  The	  CMB	  and	  the	  contaminants	  have	  a	  diﬀerent	  
frequency	  dependence	  
Ø  Planck	  observes	  at	  9	  frequencies	  in	  order	  to	  disentangle	  
the	  diﬀerent	  components	  
Ø  The	  main	  contaminants	  are	  diﬀuse	  emission	  from	  our	  
own	  Galaxy	  (synchrotron,	  free-­‐free,	  thermal	  dust)	  and	  
compact	  emission	  from	  extragalac;c	  sources	  
Component	  separa;on	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CMB	  contaminants:	  intensity	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CMB	  contaminants:	  polariza;on	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Recovered	  components:	  intensity	  
Spinning	  dust	   Thermal	  dust	  
Synchrotron	  CMB	   Free	  -­‐	  free	  
Posi;ons	  of	  detected	  point	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Robustness	  of	  reconstruc;on	  tested	  with	  four	  diﬀerent	  component	  separa;on	  methods.	  
Unreliable	  regions	  are	  masked.	  
CMB	  recovery:	  intensity	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Recovered	  components:	  polariza;on	  
Synchrotron	  polariza;on	  amplitude	  
map	  P	  (P2=Q2+U2)	  
Dust	  polariza;on	  amplitude	  map	  P	  
(P2=Q2+U2)	  
CMB	  intensity	  overlaid	  with	  polariza;on	  













Posi;on	  of	  detected	  point	  sources	  	  
(30,	  44,	  70	  GHz)	  
During	   the	   last	  decades,	   the	  availability	  of	  high-­‐quality	  data	  
(CMB,	   SN,	   LSS,	   BBN…)	   has	   allowed	   the	   establishment	   of	   a	  
concordance	  cosmological	  model	  
Ø  The	  Universe	  is	  highly	  homogenous	  and	  isotropic	  at	   large	  
scales	  due	  to	  an	  early	  phase	  of	  cosmic	  inﬂa;on	  	  
Ø  Its	  spa;al	  geometry	  is	  ﬂat	  
Ø  Most	  of	  the	  energe;c	  content	  of	  the	  Universe	  is	  in	  one	  of	  
following	  forms:	  
§  Baryonic	  maUer	  (around	  5%)	  
§  Weakly	  interac;ve	  cold	  dark	  maUer	  (around	  26%)	  
§  Dark	  energy	  (around	  69%),	  which	  is	  responsible	  of	  the	  current	  
accelerated	  expansion	  of	  the	  Universe	  
	  
The	  ﬂat	  ΛCDM	  model	  is	  deﬁned	  with	  only	  6	  parameters	  
	  
The	  ﬂat	  ΛCDM	  cosmological	  model	  
Interna;onal	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  on	  Fundamental	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  Benasque,	  18th	  March	  2015	  
Defining:   
 Ωi=ρi0/ρc0,	  	  ρc0=3c2H02/8πG	  a	  cri;cal	  density	  
	

§  Ωb	  :	  frac;on	  of	  baryonic	  maUer	  
§  	  Ωc:	  	  frac;on	  of	  dark	  maUer	  
§  Ωm=	  Ωc	  +	  Ωb	  frac;on	  of	  total	  maUer	  
§  	  ΩΛ	  :	  dark	  energy	  frac;on	  
§  Ωk=1-­‐	  Ωm-­‐	  ΩΛ	  curvature	  of	  universe	  
§  H0:	  Hubble	  parameter	  (at	  current	  ;me)	  
	  	  
	  
	  h	  =	  H0/[100km/s/Mpc]	  
	  
Ωk =
= 0   flat
> 0   open







H (t) = !a(t) / a(t)
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§  Primordial	  power	  spectrum	  of	  density	  ﬂuctua;ons	  P(k)=Ask^(ns-­‐1)	  
	  As:	  amplitude	  of	  primordial	  power	  spectrum	  (scalar)	  
	  ns	  :	  spectral	  index	  (scalar)	  
§  r=At/As	  scalar	  to	  tensor	  ra;o	  
§  τ:	  op;cal	  depth	  at	  reionisa;on	  (frac;on	  of	  CMB	  photons	  scaUered	  
during	  that	  process)	  
	  
§  For	  ﬂat	  ΛCDM:	  Ωk=0,	  r=0	  
6	  parameters:	  {Ωb,Ωc,H0,ns,τ,As}	  
Cosmological	  parameters	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  Benasque,	  18th	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  2015	  
CMB	  power	  spectrum:	  TT	  
Excellent	  ﬁt	  to	  the	  standard	  ﬂat	  ΛCDM	  model	  
Interna;onal	  Mee;ng	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  Fundamental	  Physics,	  Benasque,	  18th	  March	  2015	  
Ø  The	  red	  line	  is	  not	  a	  ﬁt	  to	  the	  data	  but	  corresponds	  to	  the	  best	  model	  derived	  from	  the	  TT	  
power	  spectrum	  +	  polariza;on	  from	  low	  ℓ	  (from	  LFI)	  
Ø  Systema;cs	  not	  well	  understood	  in	  polariza;on	  at	  large	  scales	  (HFI)	  
Ø  Hints	  of	  systema;cs	  (at	  low	  level)	  in	  polariza;on	  a	  constraints	  using	  polariza;on	  should	  be	  
taken	  with	  cau;on	  
	  
CMB	  power	  spectrum:	  EE	  and	  TE	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Best	  ﬁt	  model	  for	  ﬂat	  ΛCDM	  model	  
Ø  Flat	  ΛCDM	  provides	  an	  excellent	  ﬁt	  to	  Planck	  data	  
Ø  No	  compelling	  evidence	  for	  extensions	  
Ø  Percentage	  level	  precision	  on	  most	  parameters	  
Ø  ns	  signiﬁcantly	  diﬀerent	  from	  1	  
Ø  Reioniza;on:	  τ	  signiﬁcantly	  lower	  than	  before	  	  
§  WMAP:	  τ=0.089+/-­‐0.014	  
Ø  General	  good	  consistency	  between	  temperature,	  polariza;on	  and	  lensing	  
results	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Flat	  ΛCDM	  model:	  temperature	  vs	  polariza;on	  
Planck	  polariza;on	  shows	  good	  
consistency	  with	  simple	  ﬂat	  
ΛCDM	  model	  
	  
Ø  When	  the	  ﬁrst	  stars	  forms,	  they	  ionised	  the	  universe	  
Ø  The	  free	  electrons	  scaUered	  the	  CMB	  photons	  in	  their	  way	  to	  us,	  
which	  leaves	  imprints	  in	  the	  temperature	  and	  polariza;on	  power	  
spectra	  
§  The	  earlier	  the	  ﬁrst	  stars	  form,	  the	  stronger	  this	  eﬀect	  	  
§  Measured	  through	  the	  op;cal	  depth τ,	  higher	  τ	  a	  earlier	  reionisa;on	  
	  
Ø  The	  previous	  analysis	  from	  WMAP	  implied	  that	  reioniza;on	  
occurred	  around	  ~420	  millions	  years	  amer	  the	  Big	  Bang	  (zre~10.6)	  
Ø  However,	  astrophysical	  surveys	  did	  not	  ﬁnd	  enough	  luminous	  
objects	  at	  suﬃciently	  early	  ;mes	  to	  support	  this	  ;ming	  à	  there	  did	  
not	  seem	  to	  be	  enough	  objects	  during	  that	  era	  to	  reionize	  the	  
universe	  
Ø  Current	  value	  for	  Planck	  solves	  this	  problem,	  pushing	  the	  epoch	  of	  
reioniza;on	  to	  around	  ~560	  millions	  years	  (zre~8.8)	  
Reioniza;on	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Reioniza;on	  
	  WMAP:	  τ=0.089	  ∓	  0.014	  
	  Planck	  TT	  +	  low	  P	  
	  τ=0.078∓0.019	  
Planck	  TT	  +	  lensing	  
(independent	  of	  polariza;on)	  
	  τ=0.079∓0.024	  
Planck	  TT	  +	  low	  P	  +	  lensing	  
	  τ=0.066∓0.016#
	  	  	  WMAP	  (Galac;c	  contamina;on	  cleaned	  with	  353	  GHz	  Planck	  
channel):	  τ=0.075∓0.013	
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Consistency:	  CMB	  lensing	  
40σ	  detec;on	  
	  
Ø  The	  lensing	  poten;al	  is	  an	  integrated	  measure	  of	  the	  mass	  
distribu;on	  back	  to	  the	  last	  scaUering	  surface	  
Ø  Generally	  good	  agreement	  with	  primary	  anisotropies	  results	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Consistency	  with	  other	  data	  
BAO	  (Baryonic	  Acous;c	  Oscilla;ons)	  :	  good	  
	  	  	  Supernovae	  data	  
§  Some	  tension	  between	  SN	  data	  
and	  CMB	  in	  2013	  analysis	  
§  Improved	  SN	  data:	  now	  
consistent	  with	  CMB	  
Good	  agreement	  with	  Big	  Bang	  
Nucleosynthesis	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Some	  tensions	  
Present-­‐day	  maUer	  
ﬂuctua;ons	  σ8	  	  
Higher	  values	  inferred	  from	  
CMB	  than	  from	  	  
•  Weak	  lensing	  
•  Cluster	  counts	  
Measurements	  of	  H0	  
§  Direct	  measurements	  ﬁnd	  
higher	  values	  of	  H0	  than	  CMB	  
(or	  BAOs)	  
§  Cepheid	  
H0=73.8∓2.4	  (Riess	  et	  al.	  2011)	  






Ø  Analysis	  and	  interpreta;on	  of	  this	  astrophysical	  data	  is	  complicated:	  
§  	  Systema;cs?	  	  
§  New	  physics?	  
Ø  More	  work	  needs	  to	  be	  done	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Impressive	  consistency	  with	  ﬂat	  universe:	  
Ωk=0.000±0.005	  (95%,	  Planck	  TT+low	  P+lensing+BAO)	  
Extensions	  from	  ΛCDM:	  curvature	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Extensions	  from	  ΛCDM:	  neutrino	  physics	  
No	  evidence	  for	  new	  neutrino	  physics	  
Planck	  TT	  +low	  
P	  +lensing	  +BAO	  
Planck	  TT	  +low	  P	  
+lensing	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Ø  No	  evidence	  for	  tensor	  modes	  
§  r	  <	  0.11	  (95%)	  Planck	  TT	  +	  low	  P	  +	  lensing	  +	  ext	  
Ø  No	  evidence	  of	  running	  of	  the	  spectral	  index	  of	  primordial	  ﬂuctua;ons	  
Ø  Isocurvature	  modes	  strongly	  constrained	  
§  Less	  than	  ~3%	  of	  the	  adiaba;c	  modes	  
Ø  Dark	  energy	  
§  Consistent	  with	  a	  cosmological	  constant	  (w=p/ρ=-­‐1)	  
Ø  No	  detec;on	  of	  topological	  defects	  
Ø  No	  evidence	  of	  dark	  maUer	  annihila;on	  
None	  of	  the	  considered	  extensions	  can	  alleviate	  the	  tensions	  found	  with	  
certain	  astrophysical	  data	  
The	  6-­‐parameter	  ΛCDM	  model	  provides	  an	  excellent	  match	  to	  the	  Planck	  
data	  
More	  extensions	  from	  ΛCDM	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The	  simplest	  models	  of	  inﬂa;on	  predict:	  
Inﬂa;on	  and	  Planck	  
And	  a	  background	  of	  primordial	  gravita;onal	  waves…	  not	  detected	  yet	  
[Table	  from	  Mar;n	  White]	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Ø  Analyses	  based	  on	  clean	  CMB	  maps	  (not	  on	  power	  
spectrum)	  
Ø  In	  general,	  no	  devia;ons	  of	  the	  CMB	  from	  Gaussianity	  or	  
isotropy	  found	  using	  a	  baUery	  of	  (generic)	  tests:	  
§  Skewness,	  kurtosis	  
§  N-­‐point	  distribu;on	  func;on	  
§  Minkowski	  func;onals	  
§  Stacking	  of	  ﬂuctua;ons	  
…	  
Isotropy	  and	  sta;s;cs	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Stacking	  in	  polariza;on	  




Ø Polariza;on	  is	  a	  very	  weak	  
signal,	  maps	  have	  low	  
signal	  to	  noise	  ra;o.	  	  
Ø Not	  possible	  to	  see	  paUern	  
in	  individual	  spots	  
Ø Use	  stacking:	  superimpose	  
regions	  of	  the	  sky	  selected	  
to	  have	  a	  hot	  (or	  cold)	  spot	  
in	  intensity	  
Ø The	  stacking	  in	  polariza;on	  
probes	  degrees	  angular	  
scales	  and	  shows	  good	  
consistency	  with	  
Gaussianity	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Ø  However,	  some	  large	  scale	  anomalies,	  most	  of	  them	  found	  
originally	  in	  WMAP,	  are	  present	  in	  Planck	  data,	  including:	  
§  Power	  asymmetry	  between	  hemispheres	  
§  Deﬁcit	  of	  power	  at	  low	  mul;poles	  
§  Dipolar	  modula;on	  of	  the	  sky	  
§  Variance	  lower	  than	  expected	  from	  the	  best-­‐ﬁt	  model	  
§  A	  large	  and	  cold	  spot	  in	  the	  southern	  hemisphere	  
Ø  The	  fact	  that	  the	  anomalies	  have	  been	  seen	  by	  two	  
independent	  instruments	  increases	  conﬁdence	  of	  these	  
detec;ons	  as	  real	  sky	  signals	  
Ø  The	  origin	  of	  anomalies	  is	  uncertain	  
§  Foregrounds?	  Secondary	  anisotropies	  from	  our	  local	  universe?	  
Anisotropic	  models	  of	  the	  Universe?	  Cosmic	  defects?	  
Anomalies	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Power	  asymmetry	  
[Figure	  from	  G.	  Polenta]	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Ø  Very	  large	  cold	  spot	  detected	  
when	  ﬁltering	  the	  map	  at	  
large	  scales	  
Ø  Probability	  of	  ﬁnding	  such	  a	  
spot	  (obtained	  from	  
simula;ons)	  is	  0.3%	  
The	  Cold	  Spot	  
Planck Collaboration: Isotropy and statistics
Table 30.Upper tail probability (UTP, in %) associated to the cold (top)
and hot (bottom) areas. Results are given for a   > 4⇥R threshold and
for the four Planck CMBmaps. The three most significant scales associ-
ated to the Cold Spot are shown. Analysis performed on the exclusions
masks associated with the U73 mask.
UTP
Area Scale [⇤] C-R NILC SEVEM SMICA
200 1.6 1.1 1.2 1.1
Cold . . . . . . 250 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
300 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
200 2.3 1.6 1.8 1.6
Hot . . . . . . . 250 2.7 2.2 2.4 2.2
300 4.9 3.7 4.1 3.8
Table 31. Upper tail probability (in %) associated to the cold (top) and
hot (bottom) areas. Results are given for a   > 4⇥R threshold and for the
four Planck CMB maps. The three most significant scales associated to
the Cold Spot are shown. Analysis performed on the exclusions masks
associated with the CG70 mask. An ellipsis (. . . ) indicates that no area
above that threshold was found on the data.
UTP
Area Scale [⇤] C-R NILC SEVEM SMICA
200 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0
Cold . . . . . . 250 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
300 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2
200 15.1 14.5 14.6 14.5
Hot . . . . . . . 250 . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 32. Upper tail probabilities (in %) associated with the cold (top)
and hot (bottom) areas. Results are given for a   > 4⇥R threshold and
for the four Planck CMBmaps. The three most significant scales associ-
ated to the Cold Spot are shown. Analysis performed on the exclusions
masks associated with the CG60 mask. An ellipsis (. . . ) indicates that
no area above that threshold was found on the data.
UTP
Area Scale [⇤] C-R NILC SEVEM SMICA
200 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.9
Cold . . . . . . 250 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
300 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
200 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hot . . . . . . . 250 . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . .
in Galactic coordinates, whereas the hotest area has already been
identified in the WMAP data (e.g., Vielva et al. 2007) as an
anomalous hot spot. This does not depends signifincantly on the
mask considered in the analysis. From these results it is clear
that the Cold Spot anomaly is present in both the WMAP and
Planck data.
5.10. Interpretation of anomalies
The results presented here in Sect. 5 demonstrate that many fea-
tures previously observed in the WMAP data are present also in
the Planck sky. This agreement between two independent exper-
iments e ectively rules out the possibility that their origin lies
in systematic artefacts present in either data set. In particular,
Fig. 41. SMHW coe⇥cients at R = 300 arc minutes, above (and below)
a +3.0⇥ ( 3.0⇥) threshold. Results for the three masks considered in
the analysis are shown: U73 mask (top); CG70 (middle); and CG60
(bottom).
there is evidence for a violation of statistical isotropy at least
on large angular scales in the context of the Planck fiducial sky
model. Moreover, a power asymmetry extends to scales corre-
sponding to ⇧ ⇥ 600, whilst fits at low ⇧ to a model containing
a dipole modulation field yield results in excess of 3⇥ signifi-
cance. In addition, there is evidence from such fits that the low-⇧
spectrum of the Planck data departs from the fiducial spectrum
in both amplitude and slope. These results could have profound
implications for cosmology. It is therefore pertinent to consider
whether a model can be proposed to provide a common origin
for the anomalies.
The microwave sky is manifestly non-Gaussian and
anisotropic, with known contributions from Galactic astrophys-
ical foregrounds, lensing of CMB anistropies by the interven-
ing matter distribution, and the ISW. However, the excellent
performance of the component separation algorithms used here
in rejecting di use foregrounds argues strongly against known
Galactic emission as the source of the anomalies.
Schwarz et al. (2004), Copi et al. (2007), Maris et al. (2011)
and Hansen et al. (2012) suggested that di use Solar System
emission could contribute to the observed structure on large
angular scales, although it is not expected that the classical
Zodiacal Light Emission or Kuiper Belt objects are responsible.
Planck Collaboration XIV (2014) presents the current Planck
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Table 30.Upper tail probability (UTP, in %) associated to the cold (top)
and hot (bottom) areas. Results are given for a   > 4⇥R threshold and
for the four Planck CMBmaps. Th three most significant scales associ-
ated to the Cold Spot are shown. Analysis performed on the exclusions
masks associated with the U73 mask.
UTP
Area Scale [⇤] C-R NILC SEVEM SMICA
200 1.6 1.1 1.2 1.1
Cold . . . . . . 250 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
300 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
200 2.3 1.6 1.8 1.6
Hot . . . . . . . 250 2.7 2.2 2.4 2.2
300 4.9 3.7 4.1 3.8
Table 31. Upper tail probability (in %) associated to the cold (top) and
hot (bottom) areas. Results are given for a   > 4⇥R threshold and for the
four Planck CMB maps. The three most significant scales associated to
the Cold Spot are shown. Analysis performed on the exclusions masks
associated with the CG70 mask. An ellipsis (. . . ) indicates that no area
above that threshold was found on the data.
UTP
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200 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0
Cold . . . . . . 250 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
300 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2
200 15.1 14.5 14.6 14.5
Hot . . . . . . . 250 . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 32. Upper tail probabilities (in %) associated with the cold (top)
and hot (bottom) areas. Results are given for a   > 4⇥R threshold and
for the four Planck CMBmaps. The three most significant scales associ-
ated to the Cold Spot are shown. Analysis performed on the exclusions
masks associated with the CG60 mask. An ellipsis (. . . ) indicates that
no area above that threshold was found on the data.
UTP
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200 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.9
Cold . . . . . . 250 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
300 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
200 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hot . . . . . . . 250 . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . .
in Galactic coordinates, whereas the hotest area has already been
identified in the WMAP data (e.g., Vielva et al. 2007) as an
anomalous hot spot. This does not depends signifincantly on the
mask considered in the analysis. From these results it is clear
that the Cold Spot anomaly is present in both the WMAP and
Planck data.
5.10. Interpretation of anomalies
The results presented here in Sect. 5 demonstrate that many fea-
tures previously observed in the WMAP data are present also in
the Planck sky. This agreement between two independent exper-
iments e ectively rules out the possibility that their origin lies
in systematic artefacts present in either data set. In particular,
Fig. 41. SMHW coe⇥cients at R = 300 arc minutes, above (and below)
a +3.0⇥ ( 3.0⇥) threshold. Results for the three masks considered in
the analysis are shown: U73 mask (top); CG70 (middle); and CG60
(bottom).
there is evidence for a violation of statistical isotropy at least
on large angular scales in the context of the Planck fiducial sky
model. Moreover, a power asymmetry extends to scales corre-
sponding to ⇧ ⇥ 600, whilst fits at low ⇧ to a model containing
a dipole modulation field yield results in excess of 3⇥ signifi-
cance. In addition, there is evidence from such fits that the low-⇧
spectrum of the Planck data departs from the fiducial spectrum
in both amplitude and slope. These results could have profound
implications for cosmology. It is therefore pertinent to consider
whether a model can be proposed to provide a common origin
for the anomalies.
The microwave sky is manifestly non-Gaussian and
anisotropic, with known contributions from Galactic astrophys-
ical foregrounds, lensing of CMB anistropies by the interven-
ing matter distribution, and the ISW. However, the excellent
performance of the component separation algorithms used here
in rejecting di use foregrounds argues strongly against known
Galactic emission as the source of the anomalies.
Schwarz et al. (2004), Copi et al. (2007), Maris et al. (2011)
and Hansen et al. (2012) suggested that di use Solar System
emission could contribute to the observed structure on large
angular scales, although it is not expected that the classical
Zodiacal Light Emission or Kuiper Belt objects are responsible.
Planck Collaboration XIV (2014) presents the current Planck
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A	  p ssible	  explana;o :	  signature	  from	  
a	  cosmic	  texture	  (not	  conﬁrmed	  yet)	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Ø  WMAP	  data	  ﬁUed	  to	  a	  an	  
anisotropic	  model	  of	  the	  
universe	  of	  	  Bianchi	  type	  
VIIh	  
Ø  Removing	  the	  template,	  
reduces	  the	  power	  
asymmetry	  and	  the	  cold	  
spot	  
Ø  Unfortunately,	  not	  
consistent	  with	  best-­‐ﬁt	  
cosmological	  parameters	  
(Ω=0.5)	  
Ø  Model	  also	  disfavoured	  
by	  Planck	  data	  




WMAP	  data	  -­‐	  
template	  
Jaﬀe	  et	  al.	  2005	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ISW	  eﬀect:	  cross-­‐correla;on	  with	  surveys	  and	  signal	  reconstruc;on	  
Signal	  detected	  at	  4σ	  as	  
expected	  from	  ΛCDM	  
Reconstruc;on	  of	  ISW	  from	  all	  
surveys	  (correla;on	  with	  true	  
signal	  ~0.67)	  
The	  quest	  for	  the	  primordial	  gravita;onal	  background	  
Lensing 
BICEP2	  (March	  2014)	  
It	  observes	  a	  region	  of	  the	  sky	  of	  380	  
squared	  degrees	  @	  150	  GHz	  with	  high-­‐
sensi;vity	  
r=0.20+0.07-­‐0.05	  (68%	  CL)	  
	  
Constraint	  from	  Planck	  2013	  +	  other	  CMB	  
experiments	  (ﬂat	  ΛCDM)	  
r	  <	  0.11	  (95%	  CL)	  
	  
¿Was	  the	  B-­‐mode	  really	  detected?	  
Ø  Galac;c	  contamina;on?	  
-­‐	  Only	  one	  frequency	  available	  
-­‐	  Large	  uncertainty	  in	  level	  of	  foreground	  
contamina;on	  
	  
Ø  Model	  extension?	  




BICEP	  Collabora;on	  2014	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BICEP2:	  data	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BICEP	  Collabora;on	  2014	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Ø  Using	  Planck	  mul;frequency	  observa;ons,	  it	  is	  found	  that	  the	  dust	  polarised	  
emission	  follows	  a	  modiﬁed	  blackbody	  spectrum	  with	  Td=19.6	  and	  βd=1.59	  
Ø  The	  Planck	  353	  GHz	  channel	  is	  dominated	  by	  dust,	  extrapola;ng	  to	  BICEP2	  
frequency	  à	  ﬁnd	  a	  contribu;on	  from	  dust	  similar	  to	  the	  BICEP2	  signal	  
Ø  However,	  uncertain;es	  are	  large	  à	  needs	  joint	  Planck+BICEP2	  analysis	  
Dust	  polariza;on	  from	  Planck	  
Planck	  predic;on	  of	  dust	  contribu;on	  at	  150	  GHz	  in	  a	  region	  similar	  to	  BICEP2	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  18th	  March	  2015	  
Planck	  +	  BICEP2	  +	  addi;onal	  data	  from	  Keck	  Array	  (same	  region	  of	  the	  sky,	  same	  frequency)	  
Joint	  Planck	  +	  Keck/BICEP2	  analysis	  
150x150	   150x353	   353x353	  
Signiﬁcant	  cross-­‐
correla;on	  detected	  
No	  GWB	  detec;on	  !!	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  r0.05<0.12	  (95	  %)	  	  
BICEP2	  signal	  was	  signiﬁcantly	  
contributed	  by	  dust	  
Constraint	  from	  Planck	  TT+BK
+	  other	  astrohpysical	  data	  
r0.002<0.09	  (95%)	  
Clean	  spectrum	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Polariza;on	  experiments	  
[Compila;on	  from	  J.A.	  Rubiño-­‐Marn	  (2013)]	  
Ø  QUIJOTE	  Consor;um	  
§  Ins;tuto	  de	  Astrosica	  de	  Canarias	  
§  Ins;tuto	  de	  Física	  de	  Cantabria	  (CSIC-­‐Univ.	  Cantabria)	  
§  DICOM	  (Univ.	  Cantabria)	  
§  Univ.	  of	  Manchester	  
§  Univ.	  of	  Cambridge	  
§  IDOM	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Ø  Three	  instruments	  
§  MFI,	  opera;ng	  at	  11,	  13,	  17	  y	  19	  GHz	  (taking	  data	  since	  2012)	  
§  TFI,	  at	  30	  GHz	  (to	  start	  opera;ons	  in	  2015)	  
§  FFI,	  at	  40	  GHz	  (on	  construc;on)	  
Ø  Main	  goals	  
§  To	  detect	  the	  primordial	  B-­‐mode	  (if	  r>0.05)	  
§  To	  improve	  our	  knowledge	  of	  Galac;c	  polarised	  foregrounds	  at	  low	  
frequency	  
Ø  Unique	  frequency	  coverage	  
Ø  Perfect	  complement	  for	  Planck	  low	  frequency	  channels	  
The	  QUIJOTE	  experiment	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The	  QUIJOTE	  experiment	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Ø  Study	  of	  the	  anomalous	  microwave	  emission	  (AME)	  in	  the	  region	  of	  
Perseus	  
Ø  First	  constraints	  on	  AME	  polariza;on	  at	  11-­‐19	  GHz	  frequencies	  
QUIJOTE:	  ﬁrst	  scien;ﬁc	  results	  
Spectrum	  of	  AME	  
Génova-­‐Santos	  et	  al.	  2015	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